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SUSTAINABILITY REPORT

LN KNITS



This  i s  the  Susta inabi l i t y  Report  of  LN  Kni ts ,  giv ing

you  an  ins ight  in  the  object i ves ,  company  va lues ,

product ion  process  and  recent  achievements  with

respect  to  susta inabi l i t y  in  our  company .  

 

Susta inabi l i t y  has  been  on  the  agenda  of  LN  Kni ts

s ince  the  very  beginning  and  wi l l  a lways  be  an

integra l  part  of  the  organizat ion .
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ABOUT 

LN KNITS

Looking good, by doing good. 

LN Knits is a fair fashion brand

located in Antwerp, Belgium. All

items are designed in Antwerp and

handmade in Peru (Alpaca

knitwear) and Europe (other

clothing) under sustainable and

humane conditions. More than 300

women from high up in the Andes

turn our precious alpaca yarn into

beautiful knits. 

The foundation of LN Knits was laid

when the founder, Ellen Kegels, was

15 years old. Thanks to the love for

snowboarding she was constantly

knitting and crocheting her own

beanies and other headwear.

Making your own winter accessories

was part of the snowboarding

subculture. Eventually, making

beanies for herself expended to

making them for friends, family,

friends of friends and so on.

Thanks to social media, she was

soon knitting and selling about 300

beanies a year.

Our clientele consists of women of

all ages, from active twenty some

year olds to fashionable mature

women. As we can tell you from

experience, there is a wide range of

fair fashion knitwear lovers! We

focus mainly on women’s clothing,

but we also have a small men, kids

and DIY collection. You can find our

products on our

webshop  www.lnknits.com, as wel

ass in multiple multi-brand

boutiques, concept stores and

webshops.

In short LN Knits stands for
beautiful natural, fair and
handmade knitwear as wel as
collections in other natural fibers.
All our collections will make you
look great and feel good. We'll do
the right thing for you! 
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COMPANY 

VALUES

When you buy something from LN

Knits, you do not only spoil yourself

but you will make +300 people (and

not to forget the environment!) very

happy. How is this possible? We

would like to introduce you to the 5

core values of LN Knits so you can

get to know the brand a little bit

better before we tell you more

about our responsible production

and the importance of social

responsibility.

Humane
Did you know all of our knits are

made by more than 300 women in

Peru? They work in a fair, humane

and sustainable environment. No

child labour, human exploitation or

bad conditions. We even created

daily childcare facilities so our

ladies know that their children are

taken care of while they work on

our beautiful hand-knitted clothes.

See futher for more info.

Honest
We do not only try to create the

best possible working environment

for our ladies, we also pay them fair

and honest wages. These are work

circumstances that are not easy to

find for women in Peru. This way we

can create an opportunity for them

to earn money and live a better life.

Natural
We think it is very important to only

work with natural materials. Our

products are made of baby alpaca,

silk and linen, which are all

materials that are given to us by

Mother Nature. We really try to keep

any artificial materials like

polyamide, acrylic or polyester in

our clothes to the bare minimum!



Sustainable
Because our products are made

with beautiful natural materials and

in fair conditions, we work in an

environmentally friendly way. We

also try to limit the surplus of the

yarn by reusing our basic colors

(black, white, oatmeal and grey) in

new designs, spinning yarn for the

DIY collection and by upcycling

samples into beautiful pillowcases

that you can find in the LNHome

collection. We find this very

important at LNKnits, given the fact

that global warming is a worldwide

issue.

Authentic
10 years ago, Ellen started to

crochet unique beanies for herself,

her family and friends. It did not

take long before everyone who

knew Ellen wanted one and in a

matter of time LNKnits was born. As

the years went by, LNKnits became

bigger and bigger but did not lose

its authentic touch. Every single

piece in the collection is still

handmade and is still made with

lots of love for you. Now you know

how you as a customer really

#makeadifference when you buy an

LN piece. So thank you, from our
ladies, from the environment and
from us.
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RESPONSIBLE

PRODUCTION

We do not envisage a trade-off

between profit and people, or

between manufacture and

environmental responsibility. These

issues are major factors in our

choice of suppliers. As with most

other clothing brands, we don't own

the factories in which our clothing

is made. However, together with the

knitting factories we collaborate

with, we bear the responsibility of

providing a safe, fair and ethical

working environment for all the

people who are involved in the

manufacture of our knits.

We strive to take responsibility at

every step of the way, from

choosing natural fibers, to only

working together with a handful of

partners, all of whom are required

to comply with our code of conduct.

We want to take responsibility for

our products even after they have

left the store. That’s why we offer

‘care’ products as well. In this way

we can reduce the environmental

impact in the user phase and take

responsibility all the way to the end

of the product’s operational life.

Materials
At LN Knits, we strive to provide

products made of natural fibers.

Most of what we offer is made of

baby alpaca yarn and manufactured

in Peru. Sometimes our products

have blends of other natural fibers

such as pima cotton, silk, and linen.

Baby Alpaca Yarn
Baby alpaca is one of the softest

and most delicate fibers in the

world and the base of our knitwear

collections. 



Alpaca's lives in their native habitat,

the Andes mountains, where they fit

right into the ecology. They are

raised by an alpaca shepherd and

they’re not killed for their wool.

They’re gently sheared by the

farmers. Because they regrow their

wool, it’s in a farmer’s best interest

to treat them well and let them live

as long as possible. 

As mentioned, sometimes our

products have blends of

other  natural fibers  such as pima

cotton, silk, and  linen.  Each fiber

combination is the result of

extensive testing and experience,

with the goal to bring the most

comfortable, best fitting product to

you for a long term enjoyment.For

our baby alpaca yarn we work

together with  the  Michell  Group, a

Peruvian company who has a

fairtrade certification. The overall

yarn spinning process is sustainable

and the dyes they use comply with

international standards like REACH,

OEKOTEX, among others

Other Yarn (Organic (Pima)
Cotton,…)
For thousands of years, Pima cotton

has been harvested by hand in the

coastal valleys of northern Peru. This

natural harvesting process by

human hands is environmentally

friendly and guarantees the highest

quality yarn. This harvesting

technique distinguishes it from all

other cotton harvested

mechanically and industrially. 

Manual harvesting avoids all

impurities and imperfections of a

machine harvest. Pima cotton has

excellent resistance to fungi, it only

requires a limited treatment with

pesticides, which gives a fabric that

respects health and the

environment!

Why does organic cotton matter?

Most importantly it is the massive

reduction in chemicals and

pesticides that are used when

growing conventional cotton. When

choosing organic cotton, both the

people working in the fields and the

soil the cotton is cultivated in are

saved from the hazardous risks

associated with these chemicals

and pesticides. Organic cotton is

cultivated without the use of

chemicals, pesticides, fertilizer,

defoliations and GMOs.  Choosing

organic cotton means that we are

already reducing our environmental

impact from the very first step in

the process of making an  LN Knits. 

For our 100% Pima Cotton kids and

sunhat collection, we work with

natural dyeing services (dying with

plants in natural colors). It is a

sustainable environment-friendly

process, without harmful chemicals.

Natural dyeing does not mutilate

the benefits of natural and organic

fibers. Our supplier uses traditional

techniques, innovative technology

and researches to develop

equipment and processes for

minimal or no environmental

impact.



For our basic T-shirt collection is

quality, durability and comfort as

important as for our knitwear

collection. Each fabric is chosen

with the greatest attention and

meets  strict criteria. Our LN T-shirts

are made only from  natural

fibres  from  sustainable plantations

that  lend unrivalled softnesst of our

items. 100% of the cotton used for

the LN T-shirts is  organic cotton.

The same applies to  linen,  Tencel®,

made from eucalyptus or  Modal®,

made from beech. As for

our  polyester, it is mainly recycled

polyester for the sake of the circular

economy. The LN T-shirts are made

primarily in Asia (Bangladesh,

China), and in Portugal for our linen

T-shirts. All are certified by the

biggest labels (GOTS, OCS Blended,

Oeko-Tex). And the factories all

meet the most stringent safety

criteria and are chosen based on

their compliance with working

conditions requirements in line with

our commitment to the  Fair Wear

Foundation.

Non-organic fibers
We try to avoid adding non-organic

fibers into our collections. As we try

to make our collections as long

lasting as possible, we add a small

percentage of polyamide into our

pieces to avoid stretching. All of our

materials are certified with

the  STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX®.

This is a worldwide consistent,

independent testing and

certification system for raw, semi-

finished, and finished textile

products at all processing levels

The certification means that no

hazardous chemicals such as Azo

colourants, Phthalates, Per

fluorinated chemicals… are used.

The standard contributes to high

and effective product safety from a

consumer’s point of view.

Design
We want to create clothing that is

used for a long time; that becomes

your favorite timeless knit and is

something you want to wear every

day. This is also a way of slowing

down high-speed consumption, of

changing the focus from daily

trends and to finding those core

products that we want to keep in

our wardrobe for a long time. We

think it is important to create

clothing that can live though

repairs and that only becomes more

beautiful with time. This is the basis

from which our design process

proceeds.

Transportation
We are constantly working to

improve our transportation.

Currently, transportation is

generally arranged as follows:

Fabrics are transported within Peru.

The finished product is then

shipped from Peru by sea or

airfreight (it depends on the

timings) and by truck, to our

Belgian warehouse/store. We

consolidate shipments as much as

possible and aim for a maximum of

2 large shipments / year.  For

wholesale deliveries in Belgium and

The Netherlands we use trucks; or

wholesale deliveries to other

(overseas) countries we use air

freight. For direct sale deliveries we

work together with Bpost. 



The customer can also choose for

an ecological alternative within

Antwerp and Gent. We work

together with CargoVelo who

delivered by bike without CO2

emissions. We believe that is it very

important to look at every aspect of

what we are doing and to assess if

there is a better way of doing it.

Thus, our environmental work is in a

constant state of development,

where we always try to find better

alternatives. That's why we take

steps towards eco-friendly shipping

from Peru. The CO2 emission in

2020 related with the shipment of

our knits equals to 37 406 kg CO2.

Transport by plane is by far the

biggest polluter, emitting around 5

times as much CO2 as truck

transport and 20 times (!) as much

as transport by boat. At the

moment (2020), 99% of our

shipping happens by plane. 

Together with our main supplier

Solid, We will compensate these

emissions through carbon

offsetting: 

Step 1: Solid calculates the

emissions of our shipping, based on

weight, distance and transport

mode.

Step 2: Together with Wildlife

Works, a certified climate project

taking actions to reduce CO2

emissions, Solid calculate the price

needed to compensate for the

amount of emissions our shipping

caused.

Step 3: We pay this amount for

carbon credits from Wildlife Works

equal to the emissions our shipping

caused, making our shipping

carbon neutral.

,

With our last contribution 5,252 ha of dryland forest can be protected from
degradation and deforestation.

 

 

 

 

 

,

https://solidinternational.be/?goal=0_b781e510da-6d7161e31b-&mc_cid=6d7161e31b&mc_eid=UNIQID


Packaging
We care a great deal about taking

responsibility in the production of

our clothing. We therefore find it

equally important to care for how

we package and distribute our

products to the customer. When we

receive our knits from our suppliers,

they are packaged in biodegradable

plastic. We are currently working on

an alternative for the plastic

packaging of these productions and

our products in stock, but we reuse

the bags and boxes as much as

possible. 

All postcards and other printed

media are made from 100%

recycled paper and are FSC-

certified. The FSC or Forest

Stewardship Council certifies that

the paper products are sourced

from a forest and supply chain that

is managed responsibly and

sustainably. SC forest management

standards are developed at an

international level and are then

adapted to individual countries’

legal, social, and geographical

settings, through national

standards.

When ordering products from our

website they are delivered in plastic

bags

of  ‘post consumer waste’ plastic. Thi

s option is currently among the best

alternatives with regards to

sustainability and durability in

plastic bags. 

Our  personalized  tissue paper is

from Noissue. All packaging

products of Noissue are eco-friendly

so we can provide our customers

with an unboxing experience that

isn’t tarnished by excessive amounts

of non- 

recyclable plastic.  With every order

we place with Noissue, they ‘ll plant

trees for us in areas of need. Our

personalized tissue is made from

cellulose fiber where the active acid

pulp is eliminated during

processing. It is also lignin- and

sulfur-free, meaning that the ink

won’t transfer from the tissue and

the paper won’t leave behind any of

these chemicals when

decomposing. Soy inks are used.

They are an eco-friendly alternative

to petroleum-based inks, made

from soybeans, a renewable

resource. While soy inks are slower

to dry than many inks, the process

produces more vibrant colors as

well as having the added benefit of

not leaving behind petroleum

based products when decomposing.

Finally, soy inks have low levels of

VOCs, reducing air pollution during

the drying process.

Use of Energy & Furniture
We work as much as possible from

home to avoid unnecessary journeys

by car. 

Our flagshipstore closes it doors by

the end of May 2021 and we go fully

online.For all our pop-ups / projects

/events / ... we use, as far as possible,

the most sustainable alternative

when it comes to material choices.

Lights are always LED, to save

energy. And when functionality

permits, we use as many vintage

and second-hand items as possible

and "office/store interior" that can

be rebuild or move to suit today’s

needs or any other location. We

work together with other

sustainable brands. 



Beyond
We try to limit the surplus of the

yarn by reusing our basic colors

(black, white, oatmeal and grey) in

new designs, spinning yarn for the

DIY collection and by upcycling

samples into beautiful pillowcases

that you can find in the LN Home

collection. We find this very

important at LN Knits, given the fact

that global warming is a worldwide

issue.

We offer  ‘care’ products such as

shavers, handsteamers and clothing

mist. Being able to prolong the life

of the knits contributes to a more

sustainable consumption.
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SOCIAL

RESPONSIBILITY

At LN Knits we believe in taking

responsibility for our actions. Our

consumers are not just interested in

the quality of the products they

buy; they also care about the work

behind the brand and the social

and environmental conditions of its

production. At LN Knits we want

sustainable and healthy

development for people and the

environment. We want to help

improve conditions in the garment

industry.That’s why we want

everyone who works with us to be

concerned about human rights,

wages, working hours and social

accountability.

LN Knits and its suppliers share

great responsibility towards

everyone involved in producing our

products. LN Knits requires its

suppliers to guarantee good

working conditions and a good

working environment in 

manufacturing. Our responsibility is

to select those suppliers who can

guarantee that no-one involved in

our production is denied their basic

human rights or suffers any injury.

Our conscious choice of suppliers is

based on long-term relationships

and personal confidence.

LN Knits Partnership Guidelines 
We will only engage business

suppliers who demonstrate a

commitment to contribute to the

improvement of working conditions

and strive to meet our

requirements. LN  Knits expects all

of its to comply with the applicable

laws and regulations of

manufacture or exportation,

including, but not limited to, the

Fair Labor Standards  Act.  All

products must be accurately 



labeled and clearly identified as to

their country of origin and content.

The language to be used for

purposes of notice and interpreting

the meaning of these guidelines

shall be English.

LN Knits will not conduct business

with any Supplier that uses

involuntary labor of any kind;

including prison labor, indentured

labor, bonded labor, or labor

obtained through human trafficking

or slavery. Employees shall not be

required to lodge “deposits” or

identity papers upon commencing

employment with the

company. Suppliers will not employ

anyone under the age of 15, and / or

younger than the age of completing

compulsory education, or under the

minimum ages established by

applicable law in the country of

manufacture, if higher than the age

of 15. Furthermore, Suppliers of any

kind will not expose anyone under

the age of 18 to situations in or

outside of the workplace that are

hazardous, unsafe or unhealthy, and

will provide adequate protection

from exposure to hazardous

conditions or materials.

LN  Knits expects our suppliers to

treat every employee with respect

and dignity. No employee will be

subject to any physical, sexual,

psychological or verbal harassment

or abuse. Suppliers shall not use

corporal punishment or any other

form of physical or psychological

coercion or intimidation against

workers. Suppliers will not use 

monetary fines as a disciplinary

practice. Furthermore, workers must

be free to voice their concerns to

LN Knits or LN. Knits-appointed staff

without fear of retaliation by factory

management.

LN  Knits firmly believes people are

entitled to equal opportunity in

employment. Although the

company recognizes cultural

differences exist, LN  Knits will not

pursue business relationships with

suppliers who discriminate in

employment, including hiring,

salary, benefits, advancement,

discipline, termination or

retirement on the basis of gender,

race, religion, age, disability, sexual

orientation, nationality, marital or

maternity status, work or personal

affiliations, political opinion, or

social or ethnic origin.

LN  Knits seeks suppliers who

provide written standards for safe

and healthy work environment for

their workers, including adequate

facilities and protections from

exposure to hazardous conditions or

materials. These provisions must

include safe and healthy conditions

for dormitories and residential

facilities, and they must comply

with local health and safety laws

and standards.

Suppliers must demonstrate a

regard for the environment, as well

as compliance with applicable

environmental laws. Further,

LN  Knits actively seeks suppliers

who demonstrate a commitment to

progressive environmental practices

and to preserving the earth’s

resources.



LN  Knits intends to monitor

compliance with our Partnership

Guidelines and to undertake on-

site inspections of suppliers’

facilities. Suppliers will maintain on

file all accurate documentation

necessary to demonstrate

compliance and will authorize

LN  Knits and its designated agents

(including third parties) to engage

in announced and unannounced

monitoring activities to ensure

compliance, including confidential

employee interviews. LN  Knits will

review and may terminate its

relationship with any supplier found

to be in violation of the Partnership

Guidelines.Suppliers will respect

workers’ rights to freedom of

association and collective

bargaining.

Suppliers will not utilize

subcontractors for the production

of LN Knits products or components

without written approval and

authorization from LN  Knits, and

only after the subcontractor has

agreed to comply with the

Partnership Guidelines. Suppliers

will not change manufacturers,

factories, subcontractors or vendors

for the production of LN  Knits

products without written approval

and authorization from LN  Knits,

and only after the new factory,

subcontractor, or vendor has agreed

in writing to comply with the

Partnership Guidelines.  Suppliers

shall promptly notify LN  Knits in

writing if the ownership of the

Supplier changes. The new owners

of 

Supplier shall agree to comply with

the Partnership Guidelines.

Likewise, Suppliers shall promptly

notify LN  Knits in writing if the

location of the Supplier changes,

including the sale or purchase of

any facility which may house

LN Knits production.

LN Knits promotes strict adherence

to codes of practice that meet or

exceed International, National and

State Government standards for

animal welfare. We strive to do

business with Suppliers who source

yarn who use fair and humane

animal welfare practices.

Solid Peru
We are proud to collaborate with

high standard suppliers who have

strong environmental and social

concerns like Solid Peru in

Ayacucho. Solid is our main supplier

since the very beginning.

The main goal of Solid is to fight

poverty in the long term. They try to

improve the living conditions of

disadvantaged people on a

worldwide base. 

Solid Peru is situated in Ayacucho

because the rough climate, rugged

geography and its history of violent

social revolution makes Ayacucho

one of the poorest and most

underdeveloped regions of Peru.

Solid crafts  establish  and guides

sustainable handicraft workplaces

where underprivileged women can

be employed in an honest way and

where the focus is highly qualitative

materials and authentic handicrafts.



MANTA: The workspace
The project Manta from

Solid  creates jobs for non-

educated, poor, underprivileged

and/or vulnerable women. These

women are often skilled in

embroidering, crocheting and

knitting. They are able to produce

handmade and highly qualitative

products.

DIA: Development projects
Besides the project Manta, we have

the project DIA,  Desarrollo Integral

del Adolescente, translated as

‘development of adolescents’. It is is

a social organization which

specifically targets the problems of

underprivileged teenage girls.

Through different projects the

organization wants to strengthen

the self-reliance and independence

of girls in risk situations.  DIA

includes various projects: EMMA –

CAR – CDA – GUARDERIA –

ESCUELITA.

EMMA
EMMA (empowerment of

adolescent mothers) offers

guidance to teenage mothers in

order to make sure they are

followed up by trained nurses

during their pregnancy. They pay

special attention to the personal

development of the mother. DIA

wants to offer better

prospects. Over the past eight years

Solid guided 924 teenage mothers

(12- 18 years old). There is two years

of intense cooperation between

Solid and the mothers (incl. their

family), followed by 6 months of

follow-up.

CAR
In 2011 DIA built a crisis shelter for

girls and their children. They can

turn to this centre whenever their

security or integrity is threatened

and when they cannot count on

their own family. Solid is always

looking for suitable follow-up

support and structural possibilities

to improve their living conditions.

CDA
Centre for the development of

adolescents supports teachers in

high schools during a period of four

years. Through interactive

workshops they proactively try to

target skills and knowledge on

themes such as sexuality,

aggression, emotional well- being,

conflict management, use of means,

etc.  In 2015 Solid started to

cooperate with two schools. In 2017

they added one more school and

work together for four years. So far

they reached 1.564 students from

the 1st until 5th grade and 63

teachers. As well as they provided

individual support to 149 students.

All aimed at the prevention of

teenage pregnancies.

GUARDERIA AND ESCUELITA 
Guarderia and Escuelita take care of

children from six months until ten

years. Escuelita is an after-school

day care where children make their

homework and if necessary can ask

for additional education. DIA has

set up these projects in order to

enable mothers, especially the

women working at Manta, who

cannot rely 



on their own family to work at a

stable future.  Since 2012 Solid took

care of 174 toddlers (6-36 months

old) and provided after-school care

to 157 children (3-10 year old).
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SHARING

KNOWLEDGE

Another part of our business that

we find very important – and

enjoyable – are all the opportunities

we have to spread and share

information and knowledge.

Information about what we are

doing, the importance of fair

fashion, the importance of taking

responsibility in production and

working transparently. 

We place great emphasis on

employing sale staffs in our store

who are aware of how we operate,

that can answer all kinds of

questions: from the material, to

working conditions, or how

customers should care for their

knits. Because meeting the

customers also means an

opportunity to spread knowledge. It

is in the meeting with the customer

during events, online via our

webstore and via social media that

we have the opportunity to 

tell customers more about our

service, the importance of fair

fashion and making a difference, for

example. We are easily accessible.

Apart from educating our own  staff,

we also educate our wholesale

clients and their sale staffs. For us,

the way we work, fair fashion and

sustainability is not a part of the

business that only belongs to one

division of LN Knits, it is something

that is a part of everything we do,

and a part of everybody that works

with us.  Sometimes we are also

invited to talk about our brand, and

how it has developed over time, at

events. We are very open about

sharing our knowledge because we

believe we have to work together to

be able to develop further within

the field of fair and slow fashion. We

love to be part of several

collaborations and participate as

much as we can in 



talks and meetings regarding these

issues.

We rarely advertise; we believe that

great service and great ideas are

spread more effectively by word of

mouth. The more customers that

are happy with our service and/or

our products, the more customers

will find their way to us.

We are also very pleased when

people are so interested in what we

are doing that they choose to write

about us in the media. Thank you

for that.
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LOOKING

FORWARD

We are proud to be where we are today. But we realize that we are still far from

perfect and need to keep working to ensure a more sustainable future for LN

Knits. We have goals to work towards and challenges to work with: 

Transport: we want to evaluate the transport impact and implement a stricter

policy: consolidating even more and reducing air freight.  

Packaging & labeling: If the stock runs out, we want to replace every

packaging material (tape, stickers, ...), printed media and labeling by a

sustainable alternative.

Recycle: We want to check the possibilities to introduce a ‘recycling program’

and encourage customers to return their LN Knits after use. 

Sharing Knowledge: We want to continue to spread the word about what we

are doing and the importance of fair fashion and sustainability. 



You  have  jus t  read  LN  Kni ts  susta inabi l i t y  report  2021 .

We  are  happy  to  be  able  to  share  a l l  of  th i s  with  you  

 and  we  are  exc i ted  about  updat ing  th i s  work  in  the

future .  I f  you  have  any  quest ions  or  concerns

regard ing  our  work  that  you  were  unable  to  f ind  an

answer  to  in  th i s  report ,  we  would  be  happy  to  help

you  v ia  emai l  (hel lo@ lnkn i t s .com )

THANK YOU!

www .LNKNITS .COM

 


